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1. INTRODUCTION 

A decomposition d of a semigroup S is the partition of all elements 
of S due to a congruence relation 4, that is, d : S = IJESt S,Y where 

Sa r\ S, =: 0, 01 f  p, 5” E 5’16. Let [I and E, be two congruences corres- 
ponding to the decompositions il, and d, , respectively. ,Ys usual we say 
d, is greater than il, if and only if [I r (, . C’onsidcr all congruences ( on S 
such that S/t satisfies a given condition .F. Then WC: say that S/t is of given 

type .F, d is a .Y-decomposition, and p is a -f-congruence. Throughout this 
paper .F means a system of identities, which will be strictly defined later, 

3’ something like {x’ = x, yz = XL,. 1 4s is well known, for any -7, there is the 

smallest F-congruence on any semigroup S, equivalently, the greatest F-de- 
composition of S [/, 4,6, 9, 10, f2]. I f  there is a -T-congruence 5 on 5’ such 
that L C 6 C w where L is the equality relation and w is the universal relation 

[p. 13, 11, then 5’ is called .P-decomposable; otherwise 5’ is F-indecompo- 
sable. In the greatest semilattice-decomposition of any semigroup, each 
congruence class is semilattice-indecomposable [7, 9, I I]. On the other hand, 

in the cast of the greatest idempotent-decomposition or commutative- 

decomposition, a congruence class which is a subsemigroup is not necessarily 
indecomposable with respect to the type. The following question arises: 
IJnder what condition on .F does the same situation occur for any semigroup 
5’ as in the case of the greatest semilattice-decomposition ? This paper proves 

that the question is confirmative if and only if F is equivalent to semilattice 
{,$ _ .y, ,q I y.Yj except for two trivial casts. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

A word, f(xI , ... , x,,) or simply f,  is a finite sequence of letters x1 , ..., x?~ 
in which same letters may be used repeatedly. Throughout this paper, x, y, z, 
xi , yi ... denote letters, andf, g, h, K, 70 ... denote words. A sequence of n 
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identical letters, ,X.X ... X, is symbolized as x%, n ‘z 1, where II is called the 
exponent of X. Generallyf has the form 

xi, being one of xi , 1 3; i < n. A pair (f; ,r) of arbitrary words is called an 

identity. The equality of pairs is defined to be (j: ,T) z (12, k) if and only if 
there is a one-to-one mapping s, -+ x,’ bc.t\lcecn lcttcrs I., , ..., s,, used in 
(f, s) and x,‘, ..., x,, ’ in (h, k) such that cithcr h is obtincd from f, and k 

from ,g, or h from g, and k from f  !,- replacil~,g .L’, by .x,‘. I-lerc>aftcr BC shall 
denote an identity byf =. R instead of (.f; g). 1 '0 avoid confusion, the cqualit) 
expressing definition is written as mm-I that is, j‘ ,x2>- means that a word ,f 
is defined to be 9~. 

Let Z be the family of all systems 3 of identities such that each element 
F of 2 is composed of finite or infinite number of idcntitics, and .y con- 
tains .X = X. Containing x ==m .V is for theoretical convenience; and we will 

not explicitly write f  :m .V in cspressing .F, except the case of .F consisting 
of .I = x alone. Let .F (T,;h~.l~, 3’ {T,,,;X’E.~I’: where T, is 
fA = g,) and 7’,,, is f,,, := x,,, . ‘I’he equality .f  .F’ is defined as follows: 
There is a one-to-one mapping h -+ X’ between ‘,l and I 1’ such that fi - g,, 
is equal to f.,, m-m ,yj,, . 11 system .y is associated with ;I statement that each 
f,, ,<ya of .F identically holds when all letters are rcplaccd by elements of S. 

Then we say that ,Y satisfies .r or ,Y is of type .‘/, and a congruence 4 is a 
F-congruence if S/t satisfies .F. :1-\s n.as stated, for any .F and for any serni- 
group S, there is the srnallest X-congruence on S. ‘I’he greatest .F-homo- 

morphic image of S is denoted by S/r. Also we can say that given .Y, there 
are scmigroups satisfying ,F. ‘I’hcse semigroups ma!. happen to be one- 
element semigroups. ‘l’he two quasiorderings p and 0 on Z arc defined as 
follows: 

(I) .FfCY if and only if ,Y is a subsystem of 3. 

\l;e also use the symbols, union U, intersection n, as usual. ~7p.Y if and 
only if F U .Y mmm .T equivalently .T n .Y =- .‘I. 

(2) F0.Y if and only if 3 implies C’/, that is, a scmigroup satisries .Y’, 
whenever it satisfies .y. 

In other words, FUR if and only if .Y’ is obtained from .Y by a combination 
of a finite number of the following procedures besides those defining the 
equality. Letf, , f  and g be words. 

(3) (fifi)f3 is replaced byf,(fJ,) and vice versa. 

(4) f  = 6, g = 12 implyf = h. 

(5) f  = g implies f/z = @ and /zf = hg where h is any word. 
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(6) The letters xi involved in f = R are replaced by words hi(yi, , -, yi,), 
that is, from,f(x, , *.., x,) = g(~r , *a*. .x,) we have 

.f(h, 9 l -, h,) = g(h, , l *, h,). 

As a special case of (6) there exists: 

(6’) For any partition d of the set {x1 , ..., x,} of all letters in f := g, 
all the letters in a same equivalent class are replaced by one letter, and those 
in distinct classes are replaced by distinct letters. We call it the procedure by 
a partition Ll. Also w-e can say- 

(7) Y-aY if and only if S/Y satisfies Y for any semigroup 5’. 

Let 8 denote the equivalence derived from (T in such a way that .Y&.‘f if 

and only if Yu.Y and -Yo.Y. Clearly p C r~ and 8 C (r. When 9G.Y we say .7 
and .Y’ are equivalent. We easily have 

Generally let 7 be a binary relation on a set 3 and 4 an equivalence on E 
which need not be included in 7. Then a relation 7/t on the set E/t is defined 

as follows: Let a* denote the equivalence class containing a E B. For rr*, 
b* E fijt, n*qj[ h* if and only if there are a, in*, b, t h* such that 

wf-5 . 
We denote a/S by u*, Z/B by x*, and the set union of p and 8 by p u 6; 

the transitive closure of p u 6 by p u 6. 

THEOREM 1. 

and 2* is a complete lattice with respect to u*. 

Proof. Since p C u and 6 C u, we get p v  S C u and hence 

(U u S)jS _C 018 -= u*. Suppose -Y*a*.V”. Bv the definition there are :rr E-Y* 
and .Ur E ,Y* such that .YTuPUr . By Lemma 1, .Fr&(.Yr u 2Tr) and 
(Yr u -Y;)p-Y; This means that F* p/6 .Y*. Therefore we have 

u* _C p/6 _C (p u a)/& C (p u 6)/G. Thus we have proved all the equalities 
in this theorem. Certainly u* is a partially ordering since u is a quasiordering. 
Let {S%*] be any subset of 2*. Then, by Lemma 1, we can easily sb.ow that 
( U, 9J* is the greatest lower bound of (.Y**}. Since 2* contains the greatest 
and smallest elements it is complete lattice. 

Remark. Since each Y= contains .x: = x, the intersection IS not empty. 
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\Vhen ,F:p.V, we say that .Y’” is greater than .?* with respect to cr*. The 
greatest lolver bound of (91 *I is denoted by A,? ,< *. 

‘I’he smallest 5 and .‘/ -congrucnccs 011 a same semigroup S are denoted 

by pF and pJF , respectively. Another quasiordering pi on 3 is defined as 
follows: 

(8) TTY’ if and only if p ‘/’ L p, on any semigroup. 

LEMMA 2. o = rr and hence 8 =_ 3. 

I’vwf. C’lcarly 0 (1 ST. L1.e map; show n C O. Suppose YrY and let S be 

an\’ scmigroup satisfying .Y-. Consider the smallest .F- and .Y-congruences 
on-S. Then L C P,~ C p, on S. Since tf 6, we hare p ~~~ L on S. In other I* .Y 
lvords S satisfies .‘Y. ‘l’hereforc .Yw’/‘. 

I,et .F be a system of identities, E be the family of semigroups. .1 semi-- 
group S which belongs to E is called a semigroup of type S. 

DEFINITION. .7 is universality on all semigroups of type 6 ij’curd onb iJ F 
implies {.Y -v) under the condition thut ull the letters aYe regarded as elements 
of s E 6. .F is equality ori all sen@roups of type G if and only ;f.S is equiwlent to 

t s x1 under the same conditiott. It1 pavtirulor, if e is rharactevhed by n 
system 9 qf identities, then .F is uniz~ersnlit~~ on all sem&voups ?f type S IY and 

onlv if (,Y LJ .y)cr{x yj, equiwlent!~~, (.y ii .:/‘)b{.x ~~ >I); .? is equality on all 
sen$roups of type 6 if rind on!v if (5 v  .‘Y”) ̂ { I (z .x ~ x]. A-!lso .Y- is uniz)ersality on 

all semigyoups if and only if .In(s v), equizalentLv .%(s :- y); .Y- is egualit? 

on all semigroups if and onL\, [ f  .-ri;(x x). We say that .Y- is universal on a 

semigroup S if and only if S is .P-jt,decol?lposnble. 

DEFINITION. Let [, be the smallest y-congruence on any semigroup s 
belonging to G. .7 is called attainable on all semigroups of 6 (OY simply “on 6”) 
17. f& each S E 5, the following condition is sntisjied: If  a congruence class 

of S mod&o Es is a subsemigpoup, then it is .T-indecomposable. In particular ;f  
G is the family of all semigroups (usithout restriction) and zy5 is attainable on 
E, .F is called attainable (on all semigroups). I f  7 is attainable on 6 and if 6 
consists of a semigroup S alone, we say that .F is attainable on 5’. 

r1s the trivial cases, if .F is unix-erAit>- or equality, then .7 is attainable. 
M’e shall call .F trivial if and only if .F is either universality or equality. 

The following lemma is very fundamental: 
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LEMMA 3. If -7 is universal on a .wm~‘~roup S then 7 is universal on aq 

homomorphic image of S. 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence from Lemma 2. 

I,mm.~ 4. Let .Y6.K2 . Then .Y, is attainable on semigroups qf type .Y 1 
(f and only if .Y2 is atfainable on the semigroups of type .Y. 

Let u: be a word and let E(w) denote the set of all letters which appear in 

ZL’. The sum of all exponents of the same letter .X is called the total exponent 
of x in zc, for example, if zu := .X~JVXY, that of .X is 3. The sum of the total 
exponents of all letters in zc is called the length of ZL’, denoted by Ii w // . 

1,et 7’ be an identity f  _: R and let E(f) u B(g) = (,)cr , ..., x,,,}. The 

total exponents of X, in f and g are denoted by s, and tf , respectively (i = 1, 
“‘) m), s, ‘,: 0, ti > 0; in detail, s, -f 0 and t, m= 0 if and only if ?ci is in f  
but not in g; but si and tj are not simultaneously zero. If  si = ti (i -= 1, ..., WZ) 
then .f ~~ g is called equiexponential; otherwise heteroexponential. 

Fat a given identity f ~~. g, the sequences (F,; i _ 0, 1, 2 ...) and 

{G,; i = 0, 1, 2 ...] of sets are associated with f and R, respectively as follows. 
For each nonnegative integer i, 

Fj mz {X E E(J) U E(g); the total exponent of 2 in f is i} 

Gi = (X E E(f) u B(g); the total exponent of x in g is i>. 

Fi and Gi may happen to be empty. Clearly there is a positive integer i, such 
that 

I;; rz Gi z TJ, for all i ‘- i, 

and 

An identity f = g is equiexponential if and only if F, = Gi for all non- 

negative integers i. 

3. ON COMMUTATIVE SEMIGROUPS * 

Let I be the semigroup of all positive integers with usual addition. Any 
congruence [ on I different from the equality relation is uniquely determined 
by its homomorphic image, a finite cyclic semigroup, and hence by the 
index a and the period Y [I]; [ is denoted by [ (a, Y), where a is still called 
the index of [ and Y the period of [. For convenience let [(x, Y) := ~:(a, CD) 
for all Y, a, and denote it by t(m), corresponding to the equality relation. 
The universal relation on I is [( 1, 1). The complete 1atticeL of all congruences 
on I consists of all [(a, r) and [(co). The following lemma is easily obtained. 
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LEMMA 5. The join and meet of a subset & = {[(aA , Y,); h E A} are given 
as follows : 

F = g.c.d. {rA; h E ‘1 I, 

r. = 1.c.m. (rA; X E A). 

We consider now the smallest T-congruence on 1. If  7’ is equiexponential, 
the congruence is the equality relation. 

LEMMA 6. Let T be a heteroexponential identity f  = g. The smallest 
T-congruence on Z is given by [(a,, , Y”), where 

‘Min. {]I f ~1 , I’g ii}, 
ao = 11 f II -I- io , io = Min. {i 2 0; Fi + Gi), 1 

if ;if II f ,!g /: 
if 11f’Il = jig 1 

r. = g.c.d.{l si - ti /; 1 .< i < rn). 

Proof. The proof of a, is given below in the case where 1; f // = 11 R 11~ 
while the remaining part is easily obtained by recalling the method of con- 
struction of the smallest congruence [IO]. By the definition of io , we may 

assume there is a letter xi E Fin but xi 6 Gil, such that si = io . Then i, L: ti 
by the minimality of i, . This shows that ~ f 11 I- si < [I g 11 + ti , where 

]JfJ] f  S, is the value off obtained by replacing xi by 2 and all the other by 1 
under addition. Immediately we have 

a, = 1; f mi -I- Si . 

Let 5 be a system of identities: .P -= (1;; h E A}, where T* is fA == <yA; 
and let E(f,) u E(g,) ~== {xA1 , I.., x,,,,~); and let sAi and t,j be the total 

exponents of LW,\~ in f,, and g, , respectively. Let A, be the set of all indices A 
such that T,{ is heteroexponential. A, may happen to be empty. 

LEMMA 7. If Y is attainable on I, then either 

(9.1) All 1’, , h E A, are equiexponential, that is, .F is the equality on I; 

OY 

(9’2) 
(9.2.1) Min. illh II , lig, il; h E A01 = 1, 
(9.2.2) g.c.d. (1 siz - tAi j; 1 .< i :g rn,\ , X E -$:‘_? 

Conversely if Y includes heteroexponential identities and satisfies (9.2) then Y 
is universal on I. 

Proof. For simplicity the left sides of (9.2.1) and (9.2.2) are denoted by 
0(Y) and n(Y), respectively. Let [(a,, yo) be the smallest -F-congruence 
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on the additive semigroup I of all positive integers. Recalling the method of 

construction of the smallest congruence and Lemma 6, we have Y,, == n(F) 
and a, > O(F). To show O(F) = 1, suppose O(Y) f  I. Then a, 3: 2 and 

the congruence class I, which is a subsemigroup of I consists of 

ir, , (i + 1) rO , -** for some i, 

where ir, 3 a,. Consider the smallest .F-congruence on I,, . Then ir, com- 
poses a class by itself alone. Therefore 1, is .F-decomposable, contradicting 
the assumption that F is attainable. Thus O(.T) = 1. Accordingly Y contains 
an identity f,\ = g, , A E A, , such that IIf, 11 -= 1. If  IIf,, ‘/ m-7 /lg, !j = 1, 
fA == g, is x = y, universality, which satisfies O(.F) :- z(Y) 7: 1. Therefore 

we may assume IlfA /! < IIg, /i . We have a, = lIfA ij = 1 and rO m= r,(F) by 
Lemmas 5 and 6. Suppose yO > 1. Then L C t(1, Y”) C w, 1!4(1, Y,,) being the 
group mod. ~a , and the congruence class which is a subsemigroup I, consists 
of YO ) 2r,, ) ..., which is isomorphic to I. Thus I,, is Y-decomposable, a 
contradiction. Therefore n(F) = rO = 1. The proof of the remaining part 
is already included above. 

The following lemma is discussed on all semigroups. 

LEMMA 8. If F includes heteroexponential identities and satisfies (9.2), 
then there is .F’ such that .7&T and .T’p(x y= .I+}. 

Pvoof. Let S be any semigroup and let a be any element of S. Since .F 
satisfies (9.2.1) and (9.2.2), F is universal on I by Lemma 7; and hence, by 
Lemma 3, F is universal on the cyclic subsemigroup [u] of S generated by a. 
Therefore the image a’ of n into S/-F satisfies a’ = a’2, that is, S/.7 satisfies 
s :m- x2. Thus .Yu{x 7 x”). By Lemma 1 and (7) this lemma has been proved. 

Remark. Lemma 8 can also be proved directly by procedures (3) through 
(6) without using (7), but the above proof is simpler. 

THEOREM 2. Let T be a system including heteroexponential identities. If 
.“7 is attainable on all (commutative) semigroups, then 

LTiw’, ,y-lp{x = .y’). for some .y--‘. 

Proof. Immediately from Lemmas 7 and 8. 

4. ON GROUPS 

Let / be the group of all integers with addition. Analogously to Lemma 7, 
and with the same notations, 
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LEMMA 9. If  Y is attainable on J, then either 

(1 I. 1) all T, , X E A, are equiexponentiul; 

OT 

(11.2) g.c.d.{l s,\~ -- t,,‘I; 1 < i --< f/z*, h E/II -~- 1. 

Conversely if .Y includes heteroexponential identities and satisfies (11.2) 
then Y is universal on /. 

THEOREM 3. If  Y is a system including heteroexponential identities and if F 
is attainable on all groups, then .Y is universal on all groups. 

Proof. By using Lemmas 9 and 3, we get Y-a{x = x2} in the same way 

as the proof of Lemma 8. On the other hand .Y = x2 on groups implies that Y 
is universal on all groups. 

For a word h s ,~r ... x, we introduce the inverse word as follows 

and for an identity f: g, the word fg--I, which has been reduced by the 

procedure zcxs~r~ ~~~ WZI, is called the induced word off pm: g. The termino- 
logy “total exponent” is defined even if negative exponents arc admitted. 
A word in which the total exponent of each letter is 0 is called null-exponen- 

tial. 
Let .Y = { 1’,; X E 111 be a system of equiexponential identities 1’, : f,\ - g, . 

Accordingly the induced word of ?‘,, 

(10) fAgI’ = 2;; ... .~:;A , where n,, are integers is null-exponenital. 

Let G be a group. The smallest Scongruence on G is determined by the 
normal subgroup Xo of G which is defined in the following way: Arc is a 
subgroup of G generated by (IO), p recisely speaking, by the subset 

IV, is called the normal subgroup of G associated with 7. 

THEOREM 4. If  9 is a system of nontrivial equiexponential identities, 
then Y is not attainable on all groups. 

Proof. Let F be a free group such that the number of the generators of F 
is equal to the number of letters contained in a particular identity I’, . 
Let ni, be the normal subgroup ofF associated with Y. Then N, C F because 
each element of N, is null-exponential with respect to the generators of F. 
Also since iV, contains the word fg,‘, (~1 C iVr , that is, N, is a proper 
normal subgroup of F. According to the theory of free groups [6], N, is also 
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a free group. Consider the normal subgroup NNF C -VP. This means that 
IV, is F-decomposable. 

5. ON IDEMPOTENT SEMIGROUPS 

As a consequence of sections 3 and 4, we may proceed under the assump- 

tion that 5 consists of heteroexponential identities including x2 == s. In 
other words we may find a system .F of identities which are attainable on 
idempotent semigroups. The purpose of this section is to prove 

THEOREM 5. Let 3 contain x = x2. 7 is attainable ;f and only’ if ,F is 
equivalent to either universality or {x = x2 , xy = yx>. 

As the first step 

LEMMA 10. If  {xy = y} 09, then F is not attainable. 

Proof. Let R be a right zero semigroup, (xy = y  for all X, y  E R) with the 
cardinal number / R 1 2~ 2. I,et S -= R u {p, q}, p $ Ii, q 6 R, p f  or, and let 
a and b be fixed elements of R. A binary operation in S is defined as follows: 

qp = b 
xp = a, if q f  x E s 

xy =y, if p f  y  E s. (12) 

:Issociativity is easily checked. Define a congruence [ on S as follows: 

x[y if and only if x = y  or X, y  E {a, 6, p}. This [ is the smallest idempotent- 
congruence on S and S,i[ is of type {my = y}. Hence 5 is the smallest ~-COW 
gruence. The congruence class {a, b, p), however, is {my = yj-decom.posable, 

hence F-decomposable. 
As the dual case. 

LEMMA 10’. If{x = x2, xy = x} CT, then F is not attainable. 

LEMMA 11. If  {x2 = x, xy = yx} &7, then F is attainable. 
Lemma 11 was proved in [7,9, II]. 

To prove the main theorem, we may show 

LEMMA 12. If  F contains x = x 2, then 7 satisjies exactly onme of the 
following: 

(13.1) .%?(X =x’), xy =yx}. 

(13.2) .76(x = y}. 

(13.3) {xy = y} OF, or {xy = x} OF, or both. 
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To prove Lemma 12 we need to investigate the concept of single identities 
on idcmpotent semigroups. The following terminology is essentially due to 
Kimura [5]. 

Recall that E(j) denotes the set of all letters contained in a wordf. Let 
N(f) be the head off, that is, the first letter inf; 1,(f) the tail of.f. that is, the 
final letter off. For example i f f  ?Ll')X2.Y3~, H(f) -~ x1 ,L(f) ,x3 . rk?tfIlave 

the form: f  XilSi2 ... xi, , Z:‘(f) (x, , *.-, r x,:. For ,f, another word f  1s 
defined as follows: 

x;, --- s,,; 

assuming that XI, , ..., xij are selected, xi,+, is determined in such a way that 
xl 13,, is the letter in f  which is distinct from any one of XI, , ..., xE, and appears 
for the first time from the left. The word f’ is called the initial part of J, 
denoted by I(.f). Dually we can define the final part F(f) of f .  

I f  r(f) I(g),then f  - g is called coinitial; if F’(f) =,f(g), then f  g is called 
confinal. 

\Iost parts of the following lemma, (14.1) through (14.7), are due to 

Kumura [S, f3, /#I. We shall state the sketch of the proof of (14.1) through 
(14.7) and will give only the proof of the remaining part. 

1 ,et TO = (Y ==: 9, ,f  = gj where Eve may assume.fand g are diRerent wordy. 

LEMMA 13. 

(14.1) E(,f) = E(g), H(f) # H(g), and L(f) i I,(g) imply .9$.(x == .x2, 
.yy : yx}, semilattice. 

(14.2) k’(j) f  E(g), H(f) + N(g), and L(f) -f L(g) imp& .?,,I?{s y) 
lkversal;t21 

(14.3) i(f) # E(g), fI(f) = N(g), and L(f) -+ L(g) imply Y${.xJJ xl, 
left zero cemigroup. 

(14.4) W) # E(g), f!(f) f  fqg), and L(f) = I,(g) imp& Y$?{xy ?I, 

r$ht zero semigroup. 

(14.5) Jw) # E(g), H(f) -= xd> and I,(f) = L(g) imply C~06{xys ==~ x}, 
rectangular band. 

(14.61 E(f) = E(g), H(f) -2 H(g), L(f) AC(g) and I(f) = Z(g) impLy 
.YiG{r =- 9, xyx = xy], left regular band. 

(14.71 Z<(f) = E(g), H(f) # H(g), L(j) --t(g) and F(f) = F(g) impi$ 
.&,6(.x == 9, xyx = yx], right regular band. 

(14.8) s:‘(f) =~= E(g), H(f) y= Wq), L(f) #L(g), and f(f) #I(g) imply 
&,&{.x == 9, xyz = xzyj, left normal band. 
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(14.9) E(f) = E(g), H(f) -f H(j), L(f) =1*(g) and F(f) #‘-F(g) Imply 
F&x = x2, xyx = yxz), Tight normnl hand. 

(14.10) E(f) = E(g), E-J(f) == [l(g), L(f) -L(g) imply 

{x = x2, xyzx = XzyXJ UT” . 

{x = x2, xyxx = xzyx} is called a normal hand. 

Proof. To change identities, in addition to the procedures defining the 
equality and the procedures (3) through (6) we shall use the following proce- 

dures: 

(15. I) A wordf2 is replaced by f, 

(15.2) A word f  is replaced by f”. 

For (14.1) through (14.5), if 1 E(f) u E(g) / > 2, by means of suitable parti- 
tions (6’) of the set of the letters, f = g is reduced to f' := g' where 

/ B( f ‘) u E(g’) / = 2, in which the conditions on E, H, and L are preserved. 
For (14.6) and (14.7), if / B(f) u E(g) 1 I’, 3, f  = g is reduced to f’ p= R’ 
where 1 E(f') u E(g’) 1 = 3, in which the conditions on E, H, L, 1, and F 
are preserved. This gives You{ f = g]. The proof of {f = g} o.Y,, is easy. 

Below we use for simplicity the terminology “by (x, ...j u {y, . ..}.I’ which 
means “with the procedure (6’) bv a partition of the set of all letters included 
in f  -= g such that a class contains x, the complementary class cont.ains y”; 
also “(.x,y) U {z} U {u, ..+I” 1s a partition of the set into the three classes: 

the first contains only x, y, the second z alone, the third all other elements 
containing u. 

Proof of (14.8) through (14.10). The identity f ==g has the form 
s . . . y  = x ... u, y  f  u. By (x, U, ...> U {y, ...} we have xyx = xy. Let 
1(f) =- xi ... <xi *.. x,,, , 1(g) = yi ..‘yi “.ym. By the assumption, xi -:yi , 
. . . , .x,_~ =- yvi-l , xi fyi , i 3 1. By {xi, .‘., xi-,} u {xi} u (yi ...I, we get 

n XZY. Conversely xyz = xzy enables us derive f  = g by permuting 
yzers other than heads off and g. Thus we have (14.8). 

(14.9) is obtained as the dual of (14.8). 

(14.10) According to Kimura and Yamada [Z3, 141, a normal band can 
be embedded into the direct product of a left normal band a right normal 
band. Immediately we see 

(x = x2, xyzx = xzyx)B{x = x2, xyzu = xzyu}. 

It is easy to show that x = x2 and xyzu = xzyu implyf = g. Thus Lemma 13 
has been proved. 
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Recall the ten cases of bands which appear in Lemma 13: 

I 
’ semilattice, universality, left zero scmigroup, right zero semigroup, 

(tv 
i 

rectangular band, left regular hand, right regular band, 
left normal band, right normal hand, normal hand. 

Using Kimura and Yamada’s result [3, /4], M c can show that any two of (15) 
are not &-equivalent. I,et 11” be the set of the ten kquivalence classes such 

that each class contains exactly one of (15). According to l*amada [IO], 
11” is a subsemilatticc of 1* with respect to the greatest 1o:ver bound. The 
ordering O* of II* is shown in the following diagram. ‘I’he readers can verify 

the relation 0 immediately from the definition without any references. 

Right 

Right 

To make the readers understand immediately, we give examples as follows: 

EXAMPLE 1. Normal band 

b 0 b N n ! 

d!u b d d’ 

To show qyxa = xzyx, wc can check only the cases x = c or d; and yz == a, 
and zy :--_ 6; or yz =: c and zy ~~ d. However, it is not left regular since 
dbd f  db; not right regular since cdc # dc; not rectangular since cat # c; not 
left normal since aab f  uba; not right normal since cdc # dcc. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Left regular band 
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a h c 

a a a a 

h h h h 

c a b c 
.__ 

It is easy to show xyx = xy; but it is not right regular since aba f  ha; not 
normal since cabc # cbac. 

EXARII’1.E 2’. Right regular band: the dual of Example 2. It is neither left 

regular nor normal. 

EXAMPLE 3. Left normal band 

a b c 

a I a a a 

c a a C 

It is easy to show xyz = xzy; but not right 
rectangular since cbc ;t c. 

regular since bcb f  cb; not 

EXAMPLE 3’. Right normal band; the dual of Example 3. 

EXAMPLE 4. Rectangular band 

a b c d 

ala b a b, 

ya b a :I 

C c d c 
/ 
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This is not left regular since hab :+ ba; not right regular since cnc # ac. It IS 

obvious that there is an example of a semilattice which is not rectangular. 

LEMMA 14. The converse of Lemma 13, that is of each of (14.1) through 
(14./O), is true. 

Proof. The conditions in (14.1) through (14.10) with respect to,f and z 
are all possible cases any two of which do not ceoxist. I,et us start with the 

proof of the converse of (14.10). Suppose that { \ .x:‘), .Aym -=: .?mu; o-P0 
implies one of the conditions of (14.1) through (14.9). ‘Then normal hand 
would imply one of (I 5) except normal band. This is impossible by Esamplc I. 

Therefore the con\-erse of (I 4.10) h a\ I/ I )ecn pro’,&. 13~ csamples 1 though 4. 

we SW that any two of (15) arc not r3quivalcnt. Immediately we can easily 
show that each converse of (I 4. I) through (I 4.9) is true. Q.E.D. 

Let 3 be the set of all systems .7 of identitks such that each identit) 
. f  -1 g belonging to .Y satisfies R(f) == E(F), ZZ(,f) = /l(g), L(f) = L(g), and 

let ,7* 316. Below the symbol (.Y = x”,j = ,q) denotes the&-class containing 

(x mm= 9, f  = ,r]. Clcarlv 

x* zzz I[* u 3” - > u* n 3* = (,x == 9, .XYZX = XZYX), 

and a* is a subsemilattice of X* with respect to greatest lower bound, and 

(x = 9, xyyzx = xzyx) is the smallest element of J*. For any .P* E li* 

.Y* /j (x = x2, xyx = xy) = either (x = xs, xyx = xy) 
or (x =: 9, xyz :I xzy), 

7* /j (x = ~2, xyx = yx) = either (x = xi!, xyx -- yx) 
or (x z< 2, ~cyz == ?‘“Z). 

I f  9* E u* and if .v* . IS neither left regular nor right regular then 
F* /j Y* 7 ,c/‘* for every .7* ES*. Now we have arrived in the step of 

the proof of Lemma 12. 

Proof of Lemma 12. IA3 .7 ~~~ {x -- “Y’), f,, g,; x E A}. Then 

.F == UA .T,, . where.Y,! := {x -7 xz,f:\ : z,,}. By Corollary 1, .X* =: ,$ .P, . 

By Lemma 13, each ,Y,,” belongs to either II* or ,ci*, and hence, by the above 
statement, either .Y* E U* or .7* ES*. This concludes that .,Y satisfies one 

of (13.1), (13.2), and (13.3). Thus Lemma 12 has been proved. 
After all, gathering Lemmas 12, 10, IO’, I I, we have completed the proof 

of Theorem 5. 

6. CONCLUSION AND GENERALIZED PROBLEMS 

In consequence of the discussions through this paper, WC get not only the 
results concerning attainability on all semigroups but also those concerning 
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attainability on commutative semigroups, idempotent semigroups and groups. 
Thus we summarize them as follows: 

Let .Y be a nontrivial system of identities. 

THEOREM. .T is attainable on all semigroups if and only ;f  S is equivalent to 
{x = X.2, xy = yx). 

7 is attainable on all commutative semigroups if and only ;f  27 is equivalent 
to (x = 9). 

.YY is attainable on all idempotent sem@oups if and only if .Y is equivalent to 
{xy -= yx} on all idempotent semigroups. 

No nontrivial system Of identities is attainable on all groups, even OIL all 

abelian groups. 
Finally we propose a few unsolved generalized problems. 1Ve can consider 

identiticsf, -: g, not only on semigroups but also on groupoids and algebraic 
systems with more than one binary operations. In such casts, the wordsf, , 
g, are regarded as the sequences of letters which are connected by parentheses 

and the binary operations. For a given svstem .Y of identities, there is the 
greatest Y-decomposition of an algehraic”spstem of a fixed type (101. 

PROBLEM 1. Determine all attainable systems of identities on all grou- 
poids. 

PROBLEM 2. Find all attainable systems of identities on all rings, lattices, 
or semirings, 

PROBLEM 3. If  identities admit constant elements, how can we study the 
problem of attainability of systems of identities on all semigroups? In this 
case the sense of attainahility has to be modified, if necessary. 

.-in implication has the form ftL g,, , p E Al, 3 h = k ‘where fJL , gr , h 
and k are words. TYe know that for a given system Y’ of implications there is 
the greatest -i/‘-decomposition of any semigroup or groupoid. 

PROBLEM 4. Let Y be a system of implications. Under what conditions 
on .Y. is Y attainable on all semigroups ? L\‘hat about the case where the 
words contain constant elements ? 

We note that the condition “weak rcductivity” is an implication. Let 5’ 
be a semigroup. 

XgJ : .xp?, yxt 22 ZX~ ) for all XE E s 

impI\ 

Y = z, 

where each x6 is a constant element, and the caridnal number of the set of 
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x,y .- x(x and yxc ZS~ is equal to 2 ~ S . Clearly weak reductivity is 
attainable on all scmigroups. Is there any attainable implication besides it ? 

From another generalizcd view, we have the following problem: 

PROBLEM 5. Let T and a semigroup S be fixed. Under what conditions 

on .T and S, is .T attainable on the semigroup S ? 

Remark. ‘I’he brief announcement of this paper was published in [IS]. 
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